Brussels, 11 April 2018

Glyphosate: an emblematic failure of the EU pesticides regime

Dear Member of the European Parliament’s PEST Committee,

The glyphosate controversy and the eventual decision to re-approve the chemical for another five years has exposed some fundamental failures of the EU’s pesticide approval system. It revealed the staggering influence of chemical companies on EU scientific assessments and a complete disregard for the concerns of independent scientists, the European Parliament and the general public.

The glyphosate assessment turned the EU’s precautionary approach on its head: despite strong evidence of harm, the EU labelled glyphosate as ‘safe’ and imposed no EU-wide restrictions, let alone a ban. The EU, which claims to have a pesticides authorisation procedure that is “the strictest in the world”, has left its citizens exposed to a weedkiller that the WHO’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) says is a probable cause of cancer.

The glyphosate case is emblematic. The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) said that the chemical’s assessment was “consistent” with general practice. This raises serious concerns that similar failures could be repeated in other, less scrutinised assessments.

We therefore welcome the creation by the European Parliament of a special committee on the EU’s pesticides approval process. We believe the Committee can play an important role in documenting and remediating the shortcomings of the EU pesticides regime.

Monsanto’s undue influence

The so-called Monsanto Papers, a large swath of the company’s internal documents released under US Court procedures, exposed some of Monsanto’s methods to influence regulators on its “flagship” glyphosate products. We question whether the EU has done enough to counter these efforts and to deliver a truly “independent, objective and transparent assessment”, as required by EU pesticides law.

• EFSA relied mainly on unpublished industry studies for its assessment of whether or not glyphosate can cause cancer. Worse, it relied on the glyphosate industry’s own interpretation of the data contained in these studies and thereby failed to identify a large number of tumour increases linked to the exposure to glyphosate. Its evaluation of industry studies has come under heavy criticism.

• By contrast, EFSA ignored most independent scientific studies on glyphosate. Again, this is because it espoused the glyphosate industry’s own evaluation of these critical studies. Large sections of the report underlying the EFSA conclusion were copied directly from Monsanto’s application for the re-approval of glyphosate. Just as
Monsanto discarded most of the studies into glyphosate’s long-term health impacts as “irrelevant” and “unreliable”, the EU did so too.7

- In addition, **EFSA drew on industry-sponsored review papers** to guide its assessment of glyphosate. These papers “served to summarise or substantiate the industry position on glyphosate”, EFSA said.8 Some of them may have been “ghost-written” by Monsanto’s in-house scientists themselves.9 The EU report on glyphosate not only references these industry-sponsored review papers, it also endorses the views provided in them.10

The European Commission failed to investigate these issues. For example, the Commission accepted EFSA’s assurances that Monsanto’s evaluation of independent studies had been duly reviewed and amended.11 This is despite the fact that EFSA was unable to demonstrate any independent review of the sections copy-pasted from Monsanto. At the Monsanto Papers hearing of 11 October 2017 at the European Parliament, EFSA instead pointed to unrelated sections of the report.12

At no point did the European Commission ask EFSA to reconsider any part of its glyphosate assessment. This is in stark contrast with its approach to EFSA’s assessment of diquat, another herbicide. On 19 February 2018, the Commission asked EFSA to review a critical part of its evaluation, based on concerns raised by the chemical’s manufacturer, Syngenta.13

**Environmental impact ignored**

EFSA concluded that all but one of the uses of glyphosate posed a “risk to wild non target terrestrial vertebrates”. It identified a high long-term risk to mammals for some of the main uses and said that it was unable to assess long-term risks to small herbivorous mammals (e.g. voles) and insectivorous birds, due to insufficient data. In addition, the European chemicals agency (ECHA) classified glyphosate as “toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects”. However, the Commission claimed that the “EU assessment did not provide any evidence that indicates ecosystem degradation caused by glyphosate”.14

**Passing the buck to EU Member States**

While rejecting any action to restrict glyphosate at the EU level, the Commission instead asked EU Member States to consider national-level measures. For example, EU Member States could mitigate “the risk to terrestrial vertebrates and non-target terrestrial plants” and “the risk to diversity and abundance of non-target terrestrial arthropods and vertebrates”.15

The Commission also asked EU Member States to carefully consider potential health impacts of glyphosate-based products, such as genotoxicity (i.e. damage to DNA).16 EFSA highlighted the need to “address” long-term impacts such as the ability to cause cancer, damage DNA and interfere with reproduction.17

By asking EU Member States to deal with risks identified at the EU level, the Commission has simply discharged its responsibility for ensuring effective protection of human health, animal health and the environment.

The re-approval glyphosate has seriously damaged trust in the EU and its ability to protect Europeans from harm. With your help, we hope that the PEST Committee can rebuild this trust by investigating the failures of the EU pesticides regime and by making practicable recommendations for improvement.
Yours sincerely,

Mika Leandro, WeMove.EU
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